
At a glance

Location:

Job ID: HRC0122130

Start date: as soon as possible

Entry level: 0-1 year

Type: Full time

Contract: Permanent

Apply to this position online by following the 
URL and entering the Job ID in our job search. 
Alternatively, you can also scan the QR code 
with your smartphone:

Job ID: HRC0122130
www.infineon.com/jobs

Contact

Regan Lottering
Talent Attraction Manager

IT Software Engineer for Business Analysis - 
Statistical Process Control (f/m/div)*

Job description
Do you consider yourself to be a proactive team player, with excellent communication 
skills and an enthusiastic driver of digital transformation? Do you imagine yourself 
working in an international environment, providing support to a global cross-functional 
IT team? Then we have the right opportunity for you to join as an IT Software Engineer 
for Business Analysis for Statistical Process Control for our site in Cegléd.

As an IT Software Engineer, you are responsible for our global IT solutions for Statistical 
Process Control (SPC), being the primary contact to our users, contribute to 
requirements engineering, testing and rollouts, and support our global operation team 
in managing incidents. You will support our global cross-functional IT team in the 
achievement of high project efficiency within the defined scope, timeline, and budget. 
Furthermore, you will act on an international stage by interacting with on-site, regional, 
and global teams. 

In your new role you will: 

Analyze complex user stories, perform user requirements engineering and collect 
 together with different stakeholders and our global business analysts;test cases

Accompany IT development processes, carry out testing and perform the user 
 together with the business user;acceptance tests

Be responsible for preparing, planning and implementing the respective software 
;rollout

 in our global semiconductor Provide operational support for our SPC IT systems
backend and frontend production;

Be accountable for administration, maintenance, support, troubleshooting, 
 to meet customer system health monitoring and operation of our IT solutions

SLA targets;

 new measures or solution for Drive and proactively evaluate and deploy
operational stability;

 within the global SPC Contribute to major IT and software development projects
area;

Support the global operation team in 24/7 operation, incident solving and user 
 of our SPC applications.support

Profile
You are an outspoken person with good initiative and an excellent communicator. As 
an enthusiastic driver of digital transformation, you continuously looking for process 
improvements and help to introduce new tools. You also enjoy analysis, 
documentation, prioritization and communication between different stakeholders. 

https://www.infineon.com/jobs


documentation, prioritization and communication between different stakeholders. 
Your interpersonal skills make you a great team player acting in a global setup, but you 
can also work in an autonomous way to support the team effectively. Moreover, your 
exceptional working ethics and ‘hands-on’ approach towards your job are your best 
allies in the achievement of excellence. 

You are best equipped for this task if you have: 

A Masters/Bachelor’s Degree in Computer Science, Software Engineering or any 
 or equivalent;IT-related discipline

Fresh Graduate or up to 3 years of experience in software administration and 
, preferably in the semiconductor frontend/backend manufacturing, is operation

desired, but not a must;

 are also encouraged to apply;Fresh graduates

, like Experience in application administration and basic programming knowledge
Java, Unix Shell Script, PL/SQL, XML and middleware technologies;

 on Windows, UNIX and Linux platform;Knowledge in managing applications

;Expertise in Oracle and/or SQL Server databases

;Know-how in CI/CD, DevOps and test automation technologies

 with excellent Good skills in business analysis and requirements engineering
analytical and strategic thinking;

), good Hungarian language skills is Very good English language skills (mandatory
preferred and German would be a plus.

Please send us your CV in English.

Why Us
 Part of your life. Part of tomorrow.

Infineon is a world leader in semiconductor solutions that make life easier, safer, and 
greener. Our solutions for efficient energy management, smart mobility, and secure, 
seamless communications link the real and the digital world. 

Backend 

The   enable the development of comprehensive innovation across backend segments
the entire value chain: starting with chip manufacturing, to wafer testing, preassembly, 
package development and development of new materials. The backend cluster 
combines the competencies for planning, productivity, innovation and quality, 
assembly and testing. 

* The term gender in the sense of the General Equal Treatment Act (GETA) or other 
national legislation refers to the biological assignment to a gender group. At Infineon 

 we are proud to embrace (gender) diversity, including female, male and diverse.
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